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Abstract 

This paper describes the integration of a learning 
mechanism called complementary discrimination 
learning with a knowledge representation schema 
called decision lists. There are two main results 
of such an integration. One is an efficient repre- 
sentation for complementary concepts that is cru- 
cial for complementary discrimination style Iearn- 
ing. The other is the first behaviorally incremental 
algorithm, called CDLZ, for learning decision lists. 
Theoretical analysis and experiments in several do- 
mains have shown that CDL2 is more efficient than 
many existing symbolic or neural network learning 
algorithms, and can learn multiple concepts from 
noisy and inconsistent data. 

Hntroduction 
Complementary discrimination learning (CDL) (Shen 
1990) is a general learning mechanism inspired by Pi- 
aget’s child development theories. The key idea is to 
learn the boundary between a hypothesis concept and 
its complement incrementally based on the feedback 
from predictions. The framework is general enough 
to be applied to many learning tasks (Shen 1989, 
Shen 1992), including concept learning, adaptive con- 
trol, learning finite state machines, and discovering new 
theoretical terms. However, earlier implementations of 
CDL use standard CNF and DNF Boolean formulas 
to represent separately the hypothesis concept and its 
complement. Since hypotheses are revised frequently 
in the learning process, to keep them complementary 
in these canonical forms is computationally expensive. 

A decision list is a representation schema proposed 
by Rivest (1987) for Boolean formulas. He proves that 
Ic-DL (decision lists with functions that have at most 
Ic terms) are more expressive than L-CNF, L-DNF, and 
Decision Trees. He also gives a polynomial-time algo- 
rithm for learning decision lists from instances. How- 
ever, one of the open problems listed in his paper is 
that there is no known incremental algorithm for learn- 
ing decision lists. 

Complementary discrimination learning and decision 
lists are well suited for each other. On the one hand, 

decision lists eliminate the burden of maintaining sepa- 
rate representations for complements. (Since decision 
lists are closed under complementation, they can be 
used to represent a concept and its complement in a 
single format .) On the other hand, complementary dis- 
crimination provides a way to learn decision lists incre- 
mentally. 

The integration of complementary discrimination 
learning and decision lists gives some surprising re- 
sults. The most salient one is efficiency. In the ex- 
periments we conducted, CDL2 is much more efficient 
than most other behaviorally incremental algorithmsl, 
such as ID5r, and its performance is even competitive 
with the nonincremental learning algorithm ID3. Com- 
pared to nonsymbolic algorithms such as backpropaga- 
tion neural networks, CDL2 is much faster to train and 
has comparable results in recognizing hand-written nu- 
merals that are noisy and inconsistent. CDE2 also ex- 
tends Rivest’s definition of decision lists from binary 
concepts to multiple concepts. Such decision lists pro- 
vide a compact representation for concepts. When ap- 
plied to Quinlan’s (1983) chess task, CDL2 has learned 
a decision list of 36 decisions. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 
2 gives a general description of complementary discrim- 
ination and points out the need for decision lists. Sec- 
tion 3 describes in detail the new learning algorithm 
CDL2 and how decision lists are used in complemen- 
tary discrimination style learning. Section 4 reports 
experimental results of CDL2 in several concept learn- 
ing tasks and compares the results with other learning 
algorithms. Section 5 analyzes the complexity of CDL2. 

Complementary 

Complementary Discrimination Learning (CDL) is a 
mechanism for learning concepts from instances. In 
some sense, instances can be viewed as points defined 

‘A learning alg orithm is behaviorally incremental if it is 
incremental in behavior (i.e., it can process examples one 
at a time), but not incremental in storage and processing 
costs (e.g., it may require to remember some or all previous 
examples.) 
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in a feature space and concepts as regions in such a 
space. The main idea of CDL is to move a hypoth- 
esized boundary between a hypothesis concept H and 
its complement H in the feature space until it converges 
to the real boundary of the real concept and its com- 
plement. The boundary between H and H is adjusted 
based on feedback from predictions. When a new in- 
stance arrives, CDL predicts that the instance belongs 
to one of the hypothesized complements, either H or H, 
depending on which side of the boundary the instance 
lies on. If the prediction is correct, CDL remembers 
the new instance as an exumple of the hypothesis. If 
the prediction is wrong, then the boundary is “shifted” 
towards the hypothesis in the prediction. This is done 
by shrinking one hypothesis and expanding the other. 
How much the hypothesis is shrunk depends on the dif- 
ference between the new instance and all the previous 
examples of that hypothesis. Technically, the shrinking 
is done by conjoining the hypothesis with the difference 
so found. After the hypothesis is shrunk, the other 
hypothesis is expanded to be the complement of the 
shrunken hypothesis. The new instance is remembered 
as an example of the expanded (complement) hypothe- 
sis. 

Efficiency of this CDL scheme depends on its imple- 
mentation. If both H and H are separately represented, 
then one must make sure that H and ?? are always 
complementary each time the boundary is moved. One 
trick is to keep them in some canonical forms, say one 
in CNF and the other in DNF (Shen 1990). However, 
since the differences between a new instance and pre- 
vious examples are always in DNF, it is computational 
expensive to keep the concepts in these canonical forms. 
Moreover, this implementation is awkward for multiple 
concepts. Since there is only one boundary to keep, the 
names of multiple concepts must be represented as arti- 
ficial “features” of the instances so that CDL can learn 
them as if they were binary concepts. 

Thus, in order to use the idea of CDL efficiently, a 
better representation for complementary concepts must 
be found. Such a representation should make mainte- 
nance of complementarity between H and H computa- 
tionally inexpensive. Decision lists seem to be an ideal 
choice. 

Following Rivest, a decision list is a list L of pairs 

where each test function fj is a conjunction of literals, 
each vj is a value in {O,l}, and the last function f,. 
is the constant function true. For convenience, a pair 
(fj, vj) is called the j-th decision, fj the j-th decision 
test, and vj the j-th decision value. In this paper, we 
use an extended definition of decision lists in which vj 
is a value from a finite set of concept names rather than 
from the binary set {O,l}. 

A decision list L defines a set of concepts as follows: 
for any instance x, the decision on x is defined to be 

. = (f. v.) where j is the least index such that 
Z(X) = l:‘T;Ii value vj is the concept of X. 

----xl---- 

O/ \l 
-x3- -x2- 
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\o 
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Figure 1: A decision tree 

To see how decision lists represent concepts, consider 
the decision tree in Figure 1. The concept defined by 
this tree is equivalent to a Boolean formula in DNF: 

TliT3 V X122 V XlT2X4 

This can be easily translated into a decision list: 

(%573,1)(X1X2, I)(XlZ2X4,1)&‘% 0) (1) 

Since a decision list can have values other than Is, the 
same concept can also be represented as the following 
different decision lists: 

(zlT3, l)(%X3,0)(~2~490)(true, 1) (2) 

@1X3,0)(X2, I)( xlZ4,O)(true, 1) (3) 

Decision lists make the movement of concept bound- 
aries easier. We let 101 denote the domain of a decision 
D = (f,v), which is a set of instances (iIf = I}. 
An interesting property of decision lists is that deci- 
sions with smaller indices “block” decisions with larger 
indices if their domains overlap. To discriminate a de- 
cision, one can simply “shrink” or “break” the domain 
of the decision so that instances that do not belong to 
this decision can “fall through” to later decisions that 
have the correct values. 

Consider, for example, a decision list ((&l)(true, 
0)). If evidence has shown that (&,l)‘s domain is too 
large, i.e., some part of that domain, say those that have 
~1, should have concept value 0 instead of I, then one 
can simply append ~1 to ~3 to “shrink” the decision 
(~3~1) and get a new decision list: (@rzs,l)(true,O)). 
This is actually the key concept of the new complemen- 
tary discrimination learning algorithm CDLS. 

The CDL2 Algorithm 
As we indicated in the last section, complementary dis- 
crimination is a mechanism that learns the boundary 
between a concept and its complement. The necessary 
subtasks of general CDL are: to detect which hypothe- 
sis is overly general; to find out what part of the hypoth- 
esis is overly general; and to actually move the bound- 
ary towards that hypothesis. 

In the case of learning decision lists, the first task is 
accomplished as follows: when a new instance x (with 
a concept value vz) arrives, the learner uses the current 
decision list to make a prediction as to what concept the 
new instance belongs to. The prediction is the value vj, 
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Let G be the new instance and v, be its concept value. 
Loop: Let DDE = (pi, vi) be the decision on X; 

If the decision is correct, i.e., v, = Vi, 
then store x as an example of Dj and return; 
else 

Let (~71,. . ’ , ud) = DIFFERENCES(examplesOf( Dj ),x); 
Rep~ace(.fj,vj) by (fjAal,vj),...,(fjhud, vi); 
Distribute the examples of Dj to the new decisions; 
If Dj was the last decision, 
then append (true,v,) at the end of the list, and return. 

Figure 2: The basic CDL2 learning algorithm 

where j is the least index such that fj(x) = 1. If vj is 
not equal to v,, then the decision (fi , vi) is too general. 

Since each decision 
with a list of previous 

v 

in the decision 
examples that 

ii& is associated 
belong to the de- 

cision, to find-out what part of fj is overly-general en- 
tails finding the difference between the new instance 
and all of the previous examples that belong to fj. 
The difference will be a list of terms that are true 
for previous examples but false for the new instance. 
For example, if the new instance is 10001 (in the form 
of xrxzx32425) and the previous examples are 00011, 
00010, 00001, 00000, 11000, 11001, 11010, and 11011, 
then the difference will be (~1, 22), where ~1 distin- 
guishes (00011, 00010, 00001, 00000) from 10001 and 22 
distinguishes (11000, 11001, 11010, 11011) from 10001. 
For a detailed description of how differences are found, 
see (Shen 1990). 

Let the differences so found be a list {al, . . . , ud}. 
To shrink or break the decision (fj, vj), we replace it 
with a list of new decisions (fj ~01, vj), * * . , (fj AUK, vj). 
Clearly, none of the new decisions will capture the new 
instance again. The previous examples of the old deci- 
sion are then distributed to these new decisions in the 
following manner: an example e is distributed to f’ AUK 
where i is the least index such that [fj A ai] = 1. 

After the incorrect decision is replaced, the new in- 
stance continues to look for a decision in the remainder 
of the old decision list. Suppose the new prediction is 
from the decision & , where k 2 (j + d). If VI, = vc, 
then the instance is remembered as an example of &. 
Otherwise, Dk is shrunken or broken just as Dj was. 
This process continues until the instance finds-a de- 
cision-with the correct value. If the instance reaches 
the end of the list, i.e., Dk = (true,vk), then either 
vk = v, and x can be added to Dk’s example list, or 
& is shrunk and a new “default” decision (true, vr) is 
appended at the end of the list with 2 as its only exam- 
ple. The pseudocode of the CDL2 algorithm is listed in 
Figure 2. 

It is interesting to notice that Rivest’s nonincremen- 
tal learning algorithm constructs decision lists from the 
beginning to the end, while CDL2 constructs decision 
lists from the end to the beginning (roughly). This is 
because CDL style learning is based on discrimination, 
and decisions with greater indices are more general than 
those with smaller indices. The use of discrimination 
also sets apart CDL2 from “exemplar-based learning” 

mechanisms, e.g., (Salzberg 1991). The main idea of 
those algorithms is to “grow” a region around some seed 
instances, while the idea of CDL2 is to “repartition” re- 
gions based on surprising instances. Furthermore, the 
decision tests learned by CDL2 are very similar to the 
features used at the nodes of decision trees (Pagallo and 
Haussler 1990). 

To illustrate the algorithm, let us go through an ex- 
ample to see how CDL2 learns the concept defined Fig- 
ure 1: 21Z3 V Xl22 V XlT2X4. We assume that the 
training instances are from 00000 to 11111 and will be 
given in that order. Each training instance has a con- 
cept value. For example, (11000 +) means the instance 
11000 is in the concept, while (00111 -) means 00111 
is not in the concept. 

When the first training instance (00000 +) arrives, 
CDL2 initiates a decision list with a single “default” 
decision: 

((true 9 +)I, 
The instance is stored as an example of this sole de- 
cision. Since the next three instances 00001, 00010, 
and 00011 are all being predicted correctly, they also 
become examples of the default decision. The fifth 
instance is (00100 -), and CDL2’s prediction “+” is 
wrong. The difference between (00000 00001 00010 
00011) and 00100 is found to be (&), the decision is 
shrunk to be (&,+), and a new default (true, -) (with 
the instance 00100 as its example) is appended at the 
end. The new decision list is now: 

((53, +)(true, -)). 

With this decision list, the succeeding instances are pre- 
dicted correctly until 10000. CDL2’s decision is (23, +) 
but the instance belongs to “-.” Comparing the exam- 
ples of the decision with the new instance, CDL2 finds 
the difference to be 21. The decision is then replaced 
by (‘j~153, +): 

((Qz3, +)(true, -)). 

The troublesome instance then finds (true, -) to be 
correct and becomes an example of the default deci- 
sion. For succeeding instances, CDL2’s prediction is 
correct on 10001, but wrong on 10010. The decision 
is (true, -) but 10010 is a +. The differences found 
are (xafi , ~4), so the decision (true, -) is replaced by 
((53z1, -)@4, -)(true, +)), yielding: 

((5W3, +)(X3%, -)@4, -)(true, +I). 

With this decision list, CDL2 predicts correctly the next 
five instances 10011, 10100, 10101, 10110, and 10111 
but fails on 11000. The decision is (Z4, -) but the in- 
stance is a +. The difference between Ed’s examples 
(10101 10100 10001 10000) and the instance 11000 is 
found to be (32). The decision (~4, -) is then shrunk 
into (Z4~2, -) and th e new decision list is now: 

((zlF3, +)(x3% 9 ->(~4~2, -)(tr% +)) 

This decision list is equivalent to the target concept, 
and it correctly predicts 11001 through 11111. 
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The basic CDL2 algorithm can be improved in sev- 
eral ways. The first one is to construct decision lists 
that are shorter in length. CDL2 does not guarantee 
learning the shortest decision list, and the length of the 
final decision list depends on the order of the training 
instances. If the instances that are more representative 
(i.e., that represent the critical differences between com- 
plementary concepts) appear earlier, then the length of 
the decision list will be shorter. Although learning the 
shortest decision list is a NP-complete problem (Rivest 
1987), there are some strategies to aid in maintaining 
the list as short as possible. 

Every time a decision is replaced by a list of new deci- 
sions, we can check to see if any of these new decisions 
can be merged with any of the decisions with greater 
indices. A merger of two decisions (fi, v) and (fj , v) 
is defined to be (fm, II), where fm is the intersection 
of the literals of fi and fj . Two decisions Di = (fi, vi) 
and Dj = (fj,Vj) (i < j) can be merged if the follow- 
ing conditions are met: (1) The two decisions have the 
same value, i.e., vi = Vj ; (2) None of the examples of 
Da is captured by any decisions between i and j that 
have different decision values; (3) The merged decision 
(fm, vj) does not block any examples of any decisions 
after j that have different values. 

To illustrate the idea, consider the following 
example. Suppose the current decision list is 
((553, +)(a -)(true, +)), and examples of these three 
decisions are (010, 000), (111, lOl), and (Oil), re- 
spectively. Suppose the current instance is (100 -), 
for which CDL2 has made the wrong decision (~a,+). 
Since the difference between (010, 000) (the examples 
of 01) and 100 is @I), the decision (ES,+) should be 
replaced by (?&?r ,+), which would result in a new deci- 
sion list ((53Zl,+)(iq, -)(true, +)). However, the new 
decision (&~i;l,+) can be merged with (true,+) because 
it has the same decision value, and none of its examples 
can be captured by (~1, -), and the merged decision, 
which is (true,+), does not block any other decisions 
following it. Thus, the decision list is shortened to: 
((XI, -&rue, +)). 

The second improvement over the basic CDL2 algo- 
rithm is to deal with inconsistent data. When data are 
inconsistent, there will be no difference between some 
instances that have different concepts values. In other 
words, the same instance may belong to different con- 
cepts simultaneously. To handle such data, we relax the 
criterion for a correct decision to be: 

A decision Dj = (fj, vj ) is correct on an instance 
x that has concept value vc if either vj = up, or x 
is already an example of Dj . 

For example, suppose a decision (x122,+) currently has 
the example (( 11 +)) and a new instance (11 -) arrives, 
then the decision (xrxz,+) will be considered to be cor- 
rect because 11 is already in its example set. With this 
new criterion, a decision may have duplicate examples. 
Examples that belong to the same decision may have 
the same instance with different concept values, and the 

Table 1: Comparison on classifying chess end games 

value of the decision may be inconsistent with some of 
its examples. To deal with this problem, we have to 
adopt a policy that the value of a decision is always the 
same as the concept value that is supported by the most 
examples. If another example (11 -) is by the decision 
above, then the value of the decision will be changed 
from “+” to “-” because “-” will be supported by 
two examples vs. only one example for “+“. 

Experiments 
To date, the improved CDL2 has been tested in four 
domains: 6-bit Multiplexor (Barto 1985, Utgoff 1989), 
Quinlan’s chess task (Quinlan 1983), the noisy LED 
display data (Breiman et al. 1984), and a hand-written 
character recognition task. The first two domains are 
noise free, and the last two domains are noisy and 
contain inconsistent instances. In this section, I re- 
port CDL2’s performance only on the two more diffi- 
cult tasks: the chess task and the recognition of hand- 
written numerals. Comparison with other learning al- 
gorithms will also be given. 

In Quinlan’s chess task, the instances are configura- 
tions of end games in chess, each of which is represented 
as a binary feature vector of length 39. Each instance is 
labeled either “win” or “lose,” and the task is to learn 
the concept of “win” (or “lose”) from a given set of 551 
end games. I have compared CDL2 with two leading 
algorithms ID3 and ID5r on this domain. The results 
are listed in Table 1. 

The first column in the table is the name of the al- 
gorithm. ID3 (Q uin an 1986) is a nonincremental algo- 1 
rithm that learns decision trees. ID5+ and ID5r (Utgoff 
1989) are incremental algorithms that learn decision 
trees. The difference between ID5i; and ID5r is that 
when the decision tree is revised, ID5r ensures that all 
the previous instances are still correctly classified, while 
ID5i does not. 

The second column is the number of passes that each 
algorithm made on the data set. This number is not 
meaningful for the nonincremental ID3 because it re- 
quires to see all the instances at once. The rest of the 
columns are the running times, the percentage of in- 
stances that are correctly classified after learning, and 
the smallest size for the learned concept, respectively. 
All algorithms are implemented in Allegro Common 
Lisp on Sun4, and the running time is an average for 
runs in which the instances are presented in different 
orders. As we can see, with the same accuracy, CDL2 
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Table 2: Comparison on the numeral recognition task 

1 Prorr. I Epc. CPU Act.% Act.% (n)odes 1 
Names - (min) (train) (test) (w)ghts 
Linked 30 300 96.6 87.8 385n 
Local 45 450 96.9 
NNet 50 500 96.9 
TD.3 N.A. 4.4 99.9 

87.8 2860~ 
88.2 
74.2 440dec 

1~5~ 1 - _ - - - 
c-ml,2 I 1 13.1 99.9 77.9 360dec 

is about 200 times faster than ID5r and is even faster 
than the nonincremental algorithm ID3. The size of 
concept learned by CDL2 is also very competitive with 
others. (The numbers in the last column are just rough 
indications. A size comparison between decision trees 
and decision lists involves a very lengthy discussion.) 

The second set of experiments performed is in the 
domain of recognizing hand-written numerals. The in- 
stances are 3301 numerals (from 0 to 9) written by hu- 
mans, each of which is represented as an 8x8 binary 
bit map. The data are noisy and have inconsistent 
instances (i.e., two bit maps that look the same may 
represent different numerals). The task is to learn to 
recognize these numerals by training on some numer- 
als (65% of the data), then testing the recognition on 
numerals that have not been seen before (35% of the 
data). Note that a random guess in this domain has 
only 10% chance of being correct. 

CDL2 is compared to some existing backpropagation 
neural networks and ID3. (This task is too complex for 
ID5i family algorithms.) The results are summarized in 
Table 2. Compared to ID3, CDL2 is slightly slower but 
has higher accuracy on the test data. Compared to the 
NNet, CDL2 learns faster and has higher accuracy on 
the training data, but it does not perform as well on the 
test data. One reason behind this is that the concepts 
in this domain are a set of arbitrary shapes (which can 
be handled by the neural net), while CDL2’s current 
generalization is best suited for hyperrectangles in a 
high-dimension space. Another reason is that CDL2 is 
overfitting. Yet another reason is that CDL2, unlike 
these networks, has no knowledge about this domain. 
If such knowledge were embedded in the algorithm, just 
as in the choice of architecture for the networks, CDL2 
might improve its performance. 

Complexity Analysis 
In this section, we analyze the complexity of the basic 
CDL2 algorithm. Let d be the number of attributes of 
instances, and let n be the number of training instances. 
We assume all the attributes are binary and analyze the 
complexity under the following three cases. 

In the first case, which is extreme, we assume that 
every training instance will cause a prediction failure 
for CDL2, and the length of the decision list is always 
the longest possible (the number of decisions in the list 

is equal to the number of instances seen so far). When 
the i-th instance arrives, the length of the decision list is 
i- 1 and each decision has only one example. Therefore, 
finding a decision for the instance takes at most d(i- 1) 
bit comparisons, finding the difference takes at most d 
comparisons, and replacing the decision takes 1 deletion 
and 1 insertion. Since we assume each decision can only 
capture one instance, the decision must be at the end of 
the list and the new instance will find a correct decision 
after one loop. Thus the total number of comparisons 
to process the i-th instance is Q(d . i). There are n 
training instances, so the total number of comparisons 
to process all the training instances is: 

2 O(d - i) = O(d . n2). 
i=l 

In the second case, which is also extreme, we assume 
that there is only one decision and it has all the previous 
(i - 1) examples. In this case, finding a decision takes d 
comparison, finding the differences takes d(i - 1) com- 
parisons, replacing the decision takes 1 deletion and at 
most (i - 1) insertions, distributing examples takes at 
most (i - 1)2d comparisons. This “explosion” of deci- 
sions can only happen once and after that the analysis 
is the same as in the first case. To be conservative, we 
assume that the explosion happens at the n-th instance, 
so the total complexity is: 

i=l 

In the third case, we assume the number of decisions 
is & and each of them has 4 examples. Then finding 
a decision takes d& comparisons, finding the differ- 
ence takes dd comparisons, replacing decisions takes 
1 deletion and at most 4 insertions, and distributing 
examples takes at most d&d comparisons. We as- 
sume conservatively that in the worst case all the & 
decisions are broken (i.e., CDL2 loops fi times for the 
i-th instance), and the total time for processing all n 
instances is: 

kO(d.i;). 
i=l 

The above analysis is for the basic CDL2 algorithm. 
In the improved version, new decisions may be merged 
with the existing ones. Suppose there are & decisions 
in the list, a merge may take d&d comparisons (con- 
dition 1 takes at most fi, conditions 2 and 3 together 
take at most dfi&). There are at most & new de- 
cisions, so a revision of decision may require d . id 
comparisons. We assume conservatively that all the & 
decisions are broken, and the total time becomes: 

2 O(d - i2) = O(d . n(n + 1)(2n + 1)) = O(d . n3). 
i=l 
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Figure 3: Comparison of CDL2 experiments with de n2 

Intuitively, it seems possible to tighten the above 
analysis considerably because CDL2’s performance in 
practice is much better. To gain more information 
about the real complexity, we compared CDL2’s actual 
running time with the complexity d. n2. The result is 
in Figure 3. In these experiments, we ran the improved 
CDL2, whose complexity is Q(d . n3) in theory, on two 
tasks: learning the d-bit parity concept and learning the 
d-bit multipleXOR. The first task is known to be the 
worst case for learning decision trees (Utgoff 1989) and 
the length of its decision list is n (corresponding to the 
first case in our analysis above). The second task has 
concepts that have exceptional instances and the length 
of its decision list is roughly fi (corresponding to our 
analysis in the third case). In all these experiments, 
CDL2 is presented with all 2d instances. 

As we can see in Figure 3, CDL2’s complexity is less 
than d . n2 in both tasks. These results suggest that 
our complexity analysis may indeed be too conserva- 
tive. Nevertheless, the current complexity of CDL2 is 
at least comparable with that of ID3 and ID5r. Ac- 
cording to (Utgoff 1989), ID3 takes O(n . d2) additions 
and 0(2d) multiplications, and ID5r takes O(n . d. ad) 
additions and 0(2d) multiplications. CDL2 uses only 
comparison operations and its complexity has no expo- 
nential components. 

Conclusions and Acknowledgment 
In this paper, I have described a successful inte- 
gration of complementary discrimination and decision 
lists. Compared to earlier complementary discrimina- 
tion learning algorithms, CDL2 has provided a solution 
to the problem of representing complementary concepts 
(or the boundaries of concepts) efficiently. It also pro- 
vides a natural way to represent and to learn multiple 
concepts simultaneously. Compared to Rivest’s initial 
results on decision lists, this work extends the defini- 
tion of decision lists to represent multiple concepts and, 
more importantly, has provided a behaviorally incre- 
mental algorithm for learning decision lists. Such an 
algorithm can learn from data that is potentially noisy 
and inconsistent. Moreover, experiments have shown 

that the efficiency of this incremental algorithm is com- 
parable to some widely used nonincremental concept 
learning algorithms. 

There are several future directions to improve CDL2. 
One is to use statistics to record historical information 
so that examples need not be stored. This would make 
CDL2 incremental not only in behavior but also in stor- 
age and processing costs. Another is to increase the ex- 
pressiveness of decision tests so that decision lists can 
represent concepts with arbitrary shapes and concepts 
with predicates. 

I thank Paul Utgoff, Jim Talley, Ray Mooney and 
Jude Shavlik for providing tools and data for the exper- 
iments, Michael Huhns, Jim Barnett, Jim Talley, Mark 
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